
Power2People is going to create customer lifetime value by facilitating a community
based shared energy network. This will enable Essent to be a leader in providing

customers with sustainable ‘off-the-grid’ energy solutions on a 2-to-4 year horizon
while maximising customer and environmental impact.

 
 

POWER2PEOPLE

By producing your own energy, and
selling excess to neighbours, energy

cost per KWh will drop. This sharing is
an install-and-forget strategy: install
the energy producing products, and
reap the financial and environmental
benefits. Becoming part of a shared

energy network has financial and
communal benefits, thus customer

loyalty will increase.

Essent will become a provider of energy
as a service. Along with traditional fees,

a fee on the energy transfer over the
network will be charged. Switching

behaviour will be discouraged. 
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OUTAGES

 By providing excess energy to others, customers receive
monetary benefits. With its install-and-forget nature,
Power2People reduces the hassle of thinking about the

reliance on energy providers by being more resilient
against power grid issues. 

 
Essent will adapt its current installation procedure by

installing a physical energy management device in the
house of the customer, making it more inconvenient for
customers to change providers and reducing customer

churn.

 
 

BENEFITS FOR ESSENT

Energy sharing

network

CONVINCED?

Scan the QR code  for our full pitch!

Hello! My name is Isabella, 29
years old and I work for

Essent! Today I will be your
guide for the newly

developed  concept for
Essent: 

Power2People! 
 
 
 

Say goodbye to issues with power outages because:
 

The self-sufficient nature of the grid

Energy is produced locally and does not have
to travel long distances1

2

Business

Environmental 

Power outages will decrease by becoming self-
sufficient. 
Energy trading for monetary benefits.
Sustainable nature of power generation 

Change of business model: energy as a service. 
Creating loyal customers via energy sharing and
customer buy-in

P2P energy sharing: locally produced renewable
energy, travels shorter distances and decreases
energy loss

ENERGY SHARING, IS

ENVIRONMENT CARING!

The government
will be

responsible for
implementing the

infrastructure.
 


